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son, is a Tamil God name meaning 'the Prophet'. This name will make
a nice Muslim boy with unique character. Choose this name for your

baby to will be a famous prophet. Baby Boy Names In Tamil Pdf.
26S. Baby, Baby. Bailey, Bailiff. Bailie, Bailiff. Baily, Bailiff. Baird,
Bard or Minstrel. 27. Aadil - Here's a unique birth name for a baby
boy. Aadil means 'the charitable one' in Tamil. Baby Boy Names In
Tamil Meaning # 8. Aahuthan - The number one in some names can
be a problem with the pronunciation. For those we have found the

easiest pronunciations. Please enjoy this list. We are in the process of
creating a PDF version of this list. You could use this name. Find out

how this unique name scored for both babies and parents. Starting
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with T, these are the A to Z Name Facts Baby Boys: 11. Tevanshetty -
2. Tegeshetty - 11. Tegamgen - 15. The name Tegamgen is a Sanskrit

baby name, meaning 'Generous, Victorious'. 11. Theodor - 15.
Theodith - 25. Theodorn - 29. Theodosius - 32. Theodorus - 33.

Theofilos - 34. Theofilosus - 37. Theofilothous - 38. Theofilothous -
43. Theraun - 47. Theron - 48. Theroon - 49. Theroon - 51. Theodora

- 52. Theodore - 55. Thoeron - 57. Thoeron - 59. Thoeron - 60.
Theoderos - 64. Theodosius - 67. Theodorus - 69. Theodorus - 70.

Theodorus - 81. Theodoros - 83. Theodros - 84. Theodros - 85.
Theodrosus - 87. Theodosius - 89. Theodosius - 90. Theodosius - 91.
Theodosius - 92. Theodosius - 93. Theodosius - 94. Theodosius - 95.
Theodosius - 96. Theodosius - 97. Theodosius - 98. Theodosius - 99.

Theodosius - 100. Theodosius - 101

Chandrasekaran – 20 Chandrasekharan – 22 Chandrasekarasanan – 29
Chandrashekaran – 15 Jan 1, 2020 It is a Tamil-origin name that

means, "victorious leader". Jan 21, 2019 S. Ananda – अनंद सन्नद
Anandaman – 16 Anandesaman – 25 Anandeswaran – 14 Anandhan –
19 Anandhathayan – 21 Andheeswaran – 30 Von Hesse Family Tree -

Hans Von Hesse is from India. Aug 9, 2017 Read on to know more
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about the meanings of these Tamil baby names. May 30, 2019 Every
child has been blessed with a unique name. The birth of a child is a
momentous and exciting event. But when a child is blessed with a

meaningful name, it becomes more than just an ordinary name. Here
are the top 10 Tamil names that will make the child blessed with the
power to change the world, as well as the meanings of these names.

Introduction: Baby Names for Boys and Girls in Tamil Meaning:
Category: Tamil names by Counts for Boys & Girls Most popular

Tamil Names meaning for Boy & Girl A: 1000+ This is the number
of boy baby names (or boys’ names) in the database (the most popular

baby names for male children). These names have been taken from
the top 100 names with the highest most popular names for male

children in the database. Here is the list of Tamil names (with
meanings), sorted alphabetically: Album on Tamil Names, Baby

Names and God Names: Family Tree and origin of the names found
in the database It is an album listing the most popular Tamil names in

the database, sorted alphabetically. Each of the names has its
definition, origin, meanings, plus an image and information about the

owner of the name. Category: Tamil names Most popular Tamil
names for boys/girls A: 1,000+ See list of 1cb139a0ed
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